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If you want to be alerted when there is a break in, but don't want to pay the monthly monitoring
fees, then this is a system for you. This burglar alarm system can call multiple numbers with a
pre-recorded message to let your family, friends and you etc, know that there is a break in. You
can easily arm/disarm using the remote and keying in the code after programming to the control
panel of system. With the remote, you don't really ever need to be using the key pad everytime.

  

The automatic dialer of this burglar alarm system is not attached to the main control panel,
which means the automatic dialer can be easily hidden in an inconspicuous location or place in
case the intruder wants to try to disable the main control panel of the burglar alarm system. The
instruction manual is a bit complex and requires a lot of study. You can also watch the
installation videos on YouTube to make the setup process simple for you.

  

The burglar alarm system comes with, a Control Panel, a Motion detector, two Door/window
sensors, a Keychain Transmitter, An Emergency Dialer, two adapters, three 9V Alkaline
batteries and three 12V Alkaline Batteries. If you combine this burglar alarm system with an in
home motion detection webcam, you will not only be notified via phone, but also get pictures
sent to your cell phone, or simply go onto the web and view your house in real time. The
combination of the systems can easily let you know what is really happening inside your house.
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  There is no need for you to get worried about whether the dialer would work with your VOIPservice. Just use a splitter on the VOIP gateway to run phone lines from both phone jacks in thedialer into the phone jack on the VOIP gateway and it will work without any problems.  We have found out that in some cases false alarm can occur due to battery failures. The motiondetector batteries need to be changed quite often. The batteries in the door and window alarmlast much longer. Your pets can also set off a false alarm, so you have to keep them away fromthe motion detectors to avoid any false alarms. The built in alarm is unbearably loud which isgood to scare off any intruder trying to enter. The burglar alarm system has a feature whichallows you to set different zones to react instantly or delayed by counting down before going off.  We recommend this burglar alarm system to anyone that needs a security system without thecost and complexity of a larger system.  //     
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